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War. As potential customers, free blacks and white women perused announcements for war-themed
biographies, images, and other material wares that helped to define the meaning of the fighting.
Advertisements also helped readers to become more savvy consumers and, ultimately, citizens, by offering
them choices. White men and, in the Union after 1863, black men might volunteer for military service after
reading a recruitment notice; or they might instead respond to the kind of notice for “draft insurance” that
flooded newspapers after the Union and Confederate governments resorted to conscription to help fill the
ranks. Marketing the Blue and Gray demonstrates how, through their sometimes-messy choices, advertising
pages offered readers the opportunity to participate—or not—in the war effort.
A History of English Advertising Dec 19 2021
Comprehending the Newspaper Feb 21 2022
Vintage Newspapers and Advertisements Sep 04 2020 This 8"x10" book contains 30 double-sided sheets
of high-quality, non-perforated paper printed with vintage newspaper print and advertisements in both
French and English from the late 1800s and early 1900s. Pages contain multiple images, sometimes
overlapped to provide continuity and visual appeal, with varying contrasts and colors. The 60# (100 GSM)
paper used in this book is ideal for all kinds of paper crafting projects including: Card Making Decoupage
Junk Journaling Origami Add vintage editorial flair to your papercraft projects. Get your book today!
Fundamentals of Copy & Layout Aug 27 2022 This book offers clear, concise information to lead you
through the copy and layout process for advertisements in newspapers, consumer magazines, direct
response, outdoor, television, radio, and interactive media. An essential resource for anyone in the field,
this book highlights the philosophies of advertising's great names such as Bill Bernbach, Leo Burnett, David
Ogilvy, Jack Trout, Rosser Reeves, and others. This hands-on manual provides self-quizzes, assignments,
and cases to let you try your hand at solving actual copy and layout problems. A comprehensive glossary
rounds out the volume.
The Invention of News Jan 08 2021 DIVLong before the invention of printing, let alone the availability of a
daily newspaper, people desired to be informed. In the pre-industrial era news was gathered and shared
through conversation and gossip, civic ceremony, celebration, sermons, and proclamations. The age of print
brought pamphlets, edicts, ballads, journals, and the first news-sheets, expanding the news community
from local to worldwide. This groundbreaking book tracks the history of news in ten countries over the
course of four centuries. It evaluates the unexpected variety of ways in which information was transmitted
in the premodern world as well as the impact of expanding news media on contemporary events and the
lives of an ever-more-informed public. Andrew Pettegree investigates who controlled the news and who
reported it; the use of news as a tool of political protest and religious reform; issues of privacy and
titillation; the persistent need for news to be current and journalists trustworthy; and people’s changed
sense of themselves as they experienced newly opened windows on the world. By the close of the
eighteenth century, Pettegree concludes, transmission of news had become so efficient and widespread that
European citizens—now aware of wars, revolutions, crime, disasters, scandals, and other events—were

The Dutch Republic and the Birth of Modern Advertising Nov 18 2021 In this study, based on an exhaustive
examination of the first 6,000 advertisements placed in Dutch newspapers between 1620 and 1675, Arthur
der Weduwen and Andrew Pettegree chart the growth of advertising from an adjunct to the book industry,
advertising newly published titles, to a broad reflection of a burgeoning consumer society.
News, Business and Public Information Jul 26 2022 In this survey, Arthur der Weduwen and Andrew
Pettegree have brought together the first 6,000 advertisements placed in Dutch and Flemish newspapers
between 1620 and 1675. Provided here in an English translation, and accompanied by seven indices, this
work provides for the first time a complete overview of the development of newspaper advertising,
highlighting its impact on the Dutch book trade, economy and society.
Advertising and the European City Feb 09 2021 First published in 2000, this volume responds to the rise
and spread of advertising throughout Europe and the world in the past one and a half centuries which is
breathtaking in its scope and influence, now part of the way we think and live. Historians are only just
beginning to understand this process, replacing outmoded theories of manipulation which focused on the
advertiser with more sophisticated cultural explanations that centre on the way consumers filter and select
messages creating new worlds of perception. The authors of this work find the origins and trace the
development of this new world or perception in the modern city: London and Paris, the forerunners, and the
cities and larger towns of France, Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands, where advertising created new
urban perceptions, leading to new avenues of consumption and altered lifestyles. Advertising is viewed in
this work as a new way of perceiving and organising the world of the city-dweller, a visual culture, a way of
attaching meaning to things and to words, or rearranging the mental map of modern life.
Interactivity and Vividness in U.S. Newspapers' Online Classified Ads Jun 13 2021
Marketing the Blue and Gray Nov 06 2020 Lawrence A. Kreiser, Jr.’s Marketing the Blue and Gray
analyzes newspaper advertising during the American Civil War. Newspapers circulated widely between
1861 and 1865, and merchants took full advantage of this readership. They marketed everything from war
bonds to biographies of military and political leaders; from patent medicines that promised to cure almost
any battlefield wound to “secession cloaks” and “Fort Sumter” cockades. Union and Confederate
advertisers pitched shopping as its own form of patriotism, one of the more enduring legacies of the
nation’s largest and bloodiest war. However, unlike important-sounding headlines and editorials,
advertisements have received only passing notice from historians. As the first full-length analysis of Union
and Confederate newspaper advertising, Kreiser’s study sheds light on this often overlooked aspect of Civil
War media. Kreiser argues that the marketing strategies of the time show how commercialization and
patriotism became increasingly intertwined as Union and Confederate war aims evolved. Yankees and
Rebels believed that buying decisions were an important expression of their civic pride, from “Union
forever” groceries to “States Rights” sewing machines. He suggests that the notices helped to expand
American democracy by allowing their diverse readership to participate in almost every aspect of the Civil
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poised to emerge as actors in the great events unfolding around them./div
Marketing the Blue and Gray Jul 02 2020 Lawrence A. Kreiser, Jr.’s Marketing the Blue and Gray analyzes
newspaper advertising during the American Civil War. Newspapers circulated widely between 1861 and
1865, and merchants took full advantage of this readership. They marketed everything from war bonds to
biographies of military and political leaders; from patent medicines that promised to cure almost any
battlefield wound to “secession cloaks” and “Fort Sumter” cockades. Union and Confederate advertisers
pitched shopping as its own form of patriotism, one of the more enduring legacies of the nation’s largest
and bloodiest war. However, unlike important-sounding headlines and editorials, advertisements have
received only passing notice from historians. As the first full-length analysis of Union and Confederate
newspaper advertising, Kreiser’s study sheds light on this often overlooked aspect of Civil War media.
Kreiser argues that the marketing strategies of the time show how commercialization and patriotism
became increasingly intertwined as Union and Confederate war aims evolved. Yankees and Rebels believed
that buying decisions were an important expression of their civic pride, from “Union forever” groceries to
“States Rights” sewing machines. He suggests that the notices helped to expand American democracy by
allowing their diverse readership to participate in almost every aspect of the Civil War. As potential
customers, free blacks and white women perused announcements for war-themed biographies, images, and
other material wares that helped to define the meaning of the fighting. Advertisements also helped readers
to become more savvy consumers and, ultimately, citizens, by offering them choices. White men and, in the
Union after 1863, black men might volunteer for military service after reading a recruitment notice; or they
might instead respond to the kind of notice for “draft insurance” that flooded newspapers after the Union
and Confederate governments resorted to conscription to help fill the ranks. Marketing the Blue and Gray
demonstrates how, through their sometimes-messy choices, advertising pages offered readers the
opportunity to participate—or not—in the war effort.
Advertising: A Marketing Perspective Jun 01 2020 The promotion or sale of a product, service or idea
through an openly sponsored and non-personal message is known as advertising. It is usually sponsored by
businesses that want to promote their products or services. There are various types of mass media, which
are used for the communication of advertisements such as newspapers, magazines, radio, television, email
blogs, social media and websites. The advertisements could be either commercial or non-commercial in
nature. Commercial ads are aimed at generating increased consumption of the products and services
through branding. Non-commercial ads are generally used by political parties, religious organizations and
governmental agencies. This textbook is a compilation of chapters that discuss the most vital concepts in
the field of advertising. Some of the diverse topics covered herein address the varied branches that fall
under this category. Those in search of information to further their knowledge will be greatly assisted by
this book.
Early Modern Media and the News in Europe Jun 20 2019 Early Modern Media and the News in Europe
includes fifteen chapters, all written by Joop W. Koopmans, which are focused on the early news industry in
relation to politics and society, particularly from the Dutch perspective.
Dutch and Flemish Newspapers of the Seventeenth Century, 1618-1700 (2 Vols.) Jan 20 2022 In Dutch and
Flemish Newspapers of the Seventeenth Century Arthur der Weduwen presents the first comprehensive
account of the early newspaper in the Low Countries, composed of detailed introductions and extensive
bibliographical descriptions.
Lord and Thomas' Pocket Directory for 1890 Jul 14 2021 Excerpt from Lord and Thomas' Pocket Directory
for 1890: A Complete List of Newspapers, Magazines, and Periodicals in the United States and Canada,
Omitting Such as Do Not Insert Advertisements This book bears on the subject of newspaper advertising
only, and consequently we have omitted all mention of papers which do not print advertisements. About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses
state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or
missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
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works.
Newspaper Advertising ... Aug 15 2021
DESIGN - Block to Block-Buster: Transitions in Advertisement Design in a Regional Newspaper Apr 11 2021
Newspapers are one of the oldest media forms in this country and despite the continually developing array
of digital technologies- sometimes because of it worldwide people still rely on newspapers. A newspaper is
short-lived; it has a life of just a single day. It was also one of the oldest media to accept advertising. It is
the carrier of advertisements which always addresses the consumers and the potential readers. The word
advertising exudes glamour. On the flip side, it has to cater to a target-segment. What if the target segment
is from a tier-two city? How would the advertisements in the communication channels of such a city be with
a change in demographics? Read on... Usually, advertisements are not created to address and have a
dialogue with existing and prospective designers, professionals and students of communication, marketing
and advertising. But, why not? This book is a story, illustrating the times when advertising designs used
block printing as the technology for printing way back in the early 20th century. It takes the reader through
a journey of Design, Newspaper, Advertising and Printing all which witnessed a transition. This book.... Presents the design of advertisements in a regional newspaper. -Renders insights, maps the tracks and
trends that led to the creation of these advertisements. -Mentions the journey of various printing processes
in one newspaper. -Is an excellent resource for practitioners and students of advertising, design, marketing,
communication and anyone who loves to get a peep into design history.
Strategic Copywriting May 12 2021 Chapter 1: Research -- Chapter 2: Creative Strategy -- Chapter 3:
Headlines and Slogans -- Chapter 4: Body Copy -- Chapter 5: An Introduction to Design -- Chapter 6:
Newspaper Advertising -- Chapter 7: Magazine Advertising -- Chapter 8: Radio Advertising -- Chapter 9:
Television Advertising -- Chapter 10: Direct Mail Advertising -- Chapter 11: Internet Advertising -- Chapter
12: Other Media Advertising -- Chapter 13: Public Relations and Corporate Advertising -- Chapter 14:
Advertising Copy Research -- Chapter 15: Advice on How to Get a Job in Advertising -- A Final Note -References -- Appendix: Graduate Programs.
The Changing Business of Journalism and Its Implications for Democracy Sep 16 2021 The business of
journalism is widely held to be in a terminal crisis today, in particular because the rise of the internet has
drained audience attention and advertising revenue away from existing media platforms. This book, the
first systematic international overview of how the news industry is dealing with current changes, counters
such simplistic predictions of the supposedly technologically determined death of the news industry. It
offers instead nuanced scrutiny of the threats and opportunities facing legacy news organisations across
the world in countries as diverse as the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Finland,
Brazil, and India as they transition to an increasingly convergent media landscape.
E.W. Scripps and the Business of Newspapers Nov 25 2019 Scripps's innovations included the creation
of a telegraphic news service and an illustrated news features syndicate and the application of modern
business practices to his chain of more than forty newspapers. His newspapers, aimed at working-class
readers, were intended to be advocates for the common people and crusaded for lower streetcar fares, free
textbooks for public school children, municipal ownership of utilities, pure food legislation, and many other
causes.
Tenth Census of the United States, 1880: Newspapers, periodicals. Alaska ship building Oct 25
2019
Pulling Newspapers Apart Oct 05 2020 Pulling Newspapers Apart: Analysing Print Journalism explores
contemporary UK national and local newspapers at a significant and pivotal moment in their development
when some pundits are busily, if mistakenly, announcing their demise. The book offers a detailed
examination of features which previous studies have tended to neglect, such as editorial formats (News, Op
Ed pages, readers’ letters, cartoons, obituaries, advice columns, features and opinion columns), aspects of
newspaper design (page layout, photographs, supplements, online editions, headlines, the emergence of the
compact and Berliner editions), newspaper contents (sport, sex and Page 3, royalty, crime, moral panics
and politics) as well as the content of newspapers which is not generated by in house journalists
(advertising, TV listings, horoscopes, agency copy and public relations materials). This innovative and
accessibly written collection provides journalism and media students with an invaluable study of
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newspapers in the digital age.
Ad flash monthly Sep 28 2022
The New York Times Typographical Standards Aug 03 2020
Advertising: A Very Short Introduction Feb 27 2020 How advertising works is not a question that has a
simple answer. Advertising is a diverse entity and different campaigns work (or fail to work) in a plethora of
different ways. Most advertising persuades people to buy things, but how? And who does it aim to
persuade? And how are these decisions made? In this Very Short Introduction Winston Fletcher, an expert
with extensive knowledge of advertising from the inside, aims to answer these questions, and in doing so,
dispels some of the myths and misunderstandings surrounding the industry. The book contains a short
history of advertising and an explanation of how the industry works, and how each of the parties (the
advertisers , the media and the agencies) are involved. It considers the extensive spectrum of advertisers
and their individual needs. It also looks at the financial side of advertising and asks how advertisers know if
they have been successful, or whether the money they have spent has in fact been wasted. Fletcher
concludes with a discussion about the controversial and unacceptable areas of advertising such as
advertising products to children and advertising products such as cigarettes and alcohol. He also discusses
the benefits of advertising and what the future may hold for the industry. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very
Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject
area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.
Wives, Slaves, and Servant Girls Mar 30 2020 A Surprising Source of Information About a Largely
Forgotten Segment of the Colonial Population In an age when individuals could be owned by others, people
were lost and found just like other property. Indentured servants and slaves absconded from the custody of
their masters, and their value prompted the masters to seek their return. Wives ran from abusive husbands
or into the arms of another. Newspapers in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries carried large numbers
of advertisements offering rewards for the return of runaways or announcing the detention of fugitives.
Each ad provided a description of the individual and often included some circumstances of their elopement.
The overall effectiveness of these advertisements cannot be measured, but the sheer number of ads
suggests they were perceived as useful tools by those who placed them. What could not have been known at
the time was the substantial contribution to history that these ads make. The descriptive advertisements
provide textual snapshots of thousands of individuals who would otherwise be lost to history, people whose
names might not otherwise be recorded. In Wives, Slaves, and Servant Girls: Advertisements for Female
Runaways in American Newspapers, 1770-1783, historian Don N. Hagist focuses on the American
Revolutionary period to provide a striking portrait of a substantial but largely forgotten segment of the
population. Comprised of four hundred advertisements presented chronologically, the volume provides
invaluable descriptions of women's clothes, footwear, jewelry, physical appearances, education,
nationalities, occupations, and other details.
News, Business and Public Information Mar 22 2022 The history of newspaper advertising began in the
seventeenth-century Low Countries. The newspaper publishers of the Dutch Republic were the first to
embrace advertisements, decades before their peers in other news markets in Europe. In this survey,
Arthur der Weduwen and Andrew Pettegree have brought together the first 6,000 advertisements placed in
Dutch and Flemish newspapers between 1620 and 1675. Provided here in an English translation, and
accompanied by seven indices, this work provides for the first time a complete overview of the development
of newspaper advertising and its impact on the Dutch book trade, economy and society. In these evocative
announcements, ranging from advertisement for library auctions, the publication of new books, pamphlets
and maps to notices of crime, postal schedules or missing pets, the seventeenth century is brought to life.
This survey offers a unique perspective on daily life, personal relationships and societal change in the
Dutch Golden Age.
Ad Flash Monthly Apr 23 2022
The Vanishing Newspaper [2nd Ed] Oct 17 2021 "In this edition, Meyer's analysis of the correlation
between newspaper quality and profitability is updated and applied to recent developments in the
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newspaper industry. Meyer argues that understanding the relationship between quality and profit is central
to sustaining journalistic excellence and preserving journalism's unique social functions." -- Provided by the
publisher.
Promoting Sustainable Living Jul 22 2019 Current images of sustainability are often designed to instil fear
and force change, not because we believe in it, but because we fear the consequences of inaction. Moving
away from negative portrayals of sustainability, this book identifies the factors that motivate people to
aspire towards sustainable living. It introduces the notion of sustainability as an "object of desire" that will
allow people not to be scared of the future but rather to dream about it and look forward to a better quality
of life. Tracing the history of major changes in our society that have dramatically altered our perceptions,
beliefs and attitudes about sustainability, the book analyses the role of communications in persuading
people of the benefits of sustainable living. It describes our current desires and dreams and explains why
we need to change. Finally, the book suggests what could be done to not only make sustainability an object
of desire, but also introduce hopes and dreams for a better future into our everyday lives. This inspiring and
interdisciplinary book provides innovative insights for researchers, students and professionals in a range of
disciplines, in particular environment and sustainability, sustainable marketing and advertising, and
psychology.
ICSE 10 Years Solved Papers Class 10 for 2022 Examinations Sep 23 2019 Arundeep's ICSE 10 Years
Solved Papers for Class X develops deep understanding of the subject and will help you excel in your Board
Exams of 2021. ICSE 10 Years Solved Question Paper Highlights: It includes all the 15 subject papers
English I, English II, Hindi, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Mathematics, History and Civics, Geography,
Commercial Studies, Commercial Applications, Economics, Economics Applications, Computer Application
and Physical Education, Prepare thoroughly with the latest CISCE Curriculum question papers and solved
answers from 2011 - 2021 Get familiarized with the Style and Type of questions Proper marking schemes
applied for Self Assessment Special topic on Creating Vision Board, maintaining Study Log and Tips on
Exam Countdown.
The duties on paper, advertisements, and newspapers, speech Oct 29 2022
Travelling Chronicles Mar 10 2021 "Travelling Chronicles presents fourteen episodes in the history of news,
written by some of the leading scholars in the rapidly developing fields of news and newspaper studies.
Ranging across eastern and western Europe and beyond, the chapters look back to the early modern period
and into the eighteenth century to consider how the news of the past was gathered and spread, how news
outlets gained respect and influence, how news functioned as a business, and also how the historiography
of news can be conducted with the resources available to scholars today. Travelling Chronicles offers a
timely analysis of early news, at a moment when historical newspaper archives are being widely digitalised
and as the truth value of news in our own time undergoes intense scrutiny"-Blurred Lines: News or Advertisements? Aug 23 2019 Reliable media outlets don't allow advertisers or
officials to control what news they print or give favored treatment to them, nor do they deny news coverage
to those who don't advertise or pay. However, as the amount of news sources online and elsewhere grow,
some may often have a hidden agenda. "Advertorial" copy in usually reputable sources can blur the lines
even more. This book makes this sometimes-confusing topic accessible and understandable to young
readers, showing them how to navigate the murky waters of news versus ads.
Publishing Business in Eighteenth-century England Jan 28 2020 Many more people encountered
newspapers, business press products or jobbing print than the glamorous books of the Enlightenment. This
book looks at the way in which print effected a business revolution.
The Dutch Republic and the Birth of Modern Advertising May 24 2022 In this study, based on an exhaustive
examination of the first 6,000 advertisements placed in Dutch newspapers between 1620 and 1675, Arthur
der Weduwen and Andrew Pettegree chart the growth of advertising from an adjunct to the book industry,
advertising newly published titles, to a broad reflection of a burgeoning consumer society.
Advertising Management Dec 07 2020 This Is An Ideal And Most Comprehensive Textbook Presenting An
Integrated Approach To The Principles, Concepts And The Cases In Advertising Management. Based On
Authentic Publications And Practical Experience Of The Authors, The Book Deals With Advertising And
Sales Promotion, Economic And Social Effectiveness Of Advertising Decisions And Plans. The Book Is Well3/4
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Written And Well-Structured In Lucid, Simple And Conversational Language. Different Topics Are
Systematically Arranged With Proper Blend Of Theories And Models So As To Make Easy And Clear
Understanding Of Principles And Their Applications In Advertising.The Book Will Be Very Useful For
Students Doing M.B.A., M.Com., D.I.M. And B.B.M. It Will Also Be Most Valuable Reference Source For
Advertising Professionals.
Marketing the Blue and Gray Apr 30 2020 Lawrence A. Kreiser, Jr.’s Marketing the Blue and Gray
analyzes newspaper advertising during the American Civil War. Newspapers circulated widely between
1861 and 1865, and merchants took full advantage of this readership. They marketed everything from war
bonds to biographies of military and political leaders; from patent medicines that promised to cure almost
any battlefield wound to “secession cloaks” and “Fort Sumter” cockades. Union and Confederate
advertisers pitched shopping as its own form of patriotism, one of the more enduring legacies of the
nation’s largest and bloodiest war. However, unlike important-sounding headlines and editorials,
advertisements have received only passing notice from historians. As the first full-length analysis of Union
and Confederate newspaper advertising, Kreiser’s study sheds light on this often overlooked aspect of Civil
War media. Kreiser argues that the marketing strategies of the time show how commercialization and
patriotism became increasingly intertwined as Union and Confederate war aims evolved. Yankees and
Rebels believed that buying decisions were an important expression of their civic pride, from “Union
forever” groceries to “States Rights” sewing machines. He suggests that the notices helped to expand
American democracy by allowing their diverse readership to participate in almost every aspect of the Civil
War. As potential customers, free blacks and white women perused announcements for war-themed
biographies, images, and other material wares that helped to define the meaning of the fighting.
Advertisements also helped readers to become more savvy consumers and, ultimately, citizens, by offering
them choices. White men and, in the Union after 1863, black men might volunteer for military service after
reading a recruitment notice; or they might instead respond to the kind of notice for “draft insurance” that
flooded newspapers after the Union and Confederate governments resorted to conscription to help fill the
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ranks. Marketing the Blue and Gray demonstrates how, through their sometimes-messy choices, advertising
pages offered readers the opportunity to participate—or not—in the war effort.
Why is it Common to Use Metaphor and Metonymy in Advertisements? The Case of Deutsche
Bank Dec 27 2019 Seminar paper from the year 2020 in the subject Communications - Public Relations,
Advertising, Marketing, Social Media, grade: 2,3, RWTH Aachen University (Institut für Anglistik und
Amerikanistik), language: English, abstract: The present paper deals with metaphors and metonyms in
advertising. With the focus on the following question: "Why is it common to use Metaphor and Metonymy in
advertisements?" it should be explained step by step why these concepts became common in advertising
media. Living in the 20th century, we are experiencing a huge development in technology compared to the
past. In the past it was only possible to distribute advertising through television, radio and newspapers.
Nowadays new possibilities are coming up through the expansion of social media. Since almost everybody
owns a smartphone, most of the people are always available. This gives new opportunities to the advertising
industry. For this purpose, the first step is to try to present the complex concept of metaphor in a concise
way. However, this can only be done superficially in the scope of this term paper, otherwise the scope of
the work will be exceeded. Furthermore, a short explanation of target and source domain is given. In the
second chapter the topic of metonymy is then summarized. Again, it should be noted that an appropriate,
detailed description would exceed the limits of the work. In the third part of the work the actual effect of
metaphors and metonyms in advertisements will be illustrated. Images from a 'Deutsche Bank' advertising
campaign are used for this purpose. The first part of this chapter presents the company 'Deutsche Bank' as
such. This is considered important because the values of the company could be reflected in their campaigns
and that aspect, therefore would be important for the following analysis. This is followed by an analysis of
the images used in terms of metaphor and metonymy. In the analysis of the metaphors, the focus is on
target/source domain. In
Textual Structures in Eighteenth-century Newspaper Advertising Jun 25 2022
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